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JOURNEY TO
THE SOUTHWEST

Journey to the Southwest is a community project that revisits
the discourse on the labour division and the formation and
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31.12.2020
Journey to the Southwest calls for artists and researchers with
an interest in the Mekong Delta (especially the Ben Tre region),
or artists who are interested in community arts and relational
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All the best,
Keywords:

Sàn Art

- being-together as a part of artistic practice
- art organisations as a part of civil society
- documentation as artworks
- generating social capital

* The term social capital has many definitions, form and usages. The term appeared in a variety of
multi-disciplinary texts including Jane Jacobs' The Death and Life of Great American Cities, in
which the author says, "...underlying any float of population must be a continuity of people who
have forged neighborhood networks. These networks are a city's irreplaceable social capital,"
(Jacob, 138); or in Pierre Bordieu's definition, social capital is distinguished amongst three
forms of capitals as "the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to
possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual
acquaintance and recognition." (Bordieu, 249)

ORGANIZERS

SPONSORS
The workshop Journey to the Southwest is under the framework of
a Community Outreach Project organized by Sàn Art and Kim Long
agricultural initiative. This workshop is initiated with the
sponsor of The British Council through Cultural and Creative
Hubs Vietnam (CHV), 2018-2021, a project co-sponsored by the
British

Council

and

European

Union,

and

organized

British Council Vietnam in collaboration with VICAS.
Learn more about CHV here.
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